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To illustrate how little has changed in four years,
other than conditions becoming worse, the 2008
Nader/Gonzalez campaign is posting these policy
positions on various injustices, necessities, and
redirections that were prepared initially for the
2004 Nader/Camejo campaign. Such a short
historical context should give our supporters and
viewers an even greater sense of urgency to stop the
corporate interests' and the corporate
governments' autocratic control -- and the
resulting deterioration -- of our society and
country.
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The epidemic of silent environmental violence
continues. Whether it is the 65,000 Americans
who die every year from air pollution, or the
80,000 estimated annual fatalities from hospital
malpractice, or the 100,000 Americans whose
demise comes from occupational toxic exposures,
or the cruel environmental racism where the poor
and their often asthmatic children live in
pollution sinks located near toxic hot spots (that
are never situated in shrubbered suburbs),
preventable, harmful, situations abound.
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Now, as the evidence of global warming mounts,
it is evident that we threaten the global
environment with tremendous economic threats
facing humanity, including bankrupting the
reinsurance industry, the spread of infectious
tropical diseases, massive ecological disruption
and increased severe and unpredictable weather,
all of which will significantly impact commerce,
agriculture, and communities across America.
Toxic standards need to be strengthened.
Currently toxic standards are designed for adults,
not for more vulnerable children. This should be
reversed. We need to make environmental
protection a priority for our energy, trade,
industrial, agricultural, transportation,
development, and land use policies. Indeed,
protecting the environment must be weaved
throughout our governance.
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